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Wife's health takes a turn for the worse

	I've been riding but not writing much, and it's not because I'm having a great time doing all sorts of fun things/too busy to write.

Last Friday, we got word that my wife's breast cancer had returned, for a 4th time. We had a feeling we weren't done with this battle;

family history is terrible, with her Mom and two sisters dying from breast cancer (the last one just two weeks ago!). For Karen it's

been more of a process than anything else; Karen seemed able to take it on each time it came at her and win each battle.

The news Friday was pretty devastating. You don't want to hear the words "Stage 4/metatastic", & "triple negative." The cancer is no

longer confined but is now running loose. It was discovered by a routine scan, a check to make sure nothing was amiss after her last

surgery back in 2016. They found a small spot on one of the lungs, small enough they gave us the option of waiting a couple months

and seeing if it actually grew, or doing a biopsy (which would be difficult due to its relatively small size). And we're thinking, we

didn't get this far by waiting and doing nothing!

We're waiting for the details of pathology report, the all-important genetic testing that looks for all sorts of little details that help

determine severity and the best course of action. The idea that there's no cure, that whatever we do we're just buying time, is tough.

It becomes a short term life goal of learning how to buy the most time you possibly can.

Two and a half years ago, here's what Karen's sister Jen, the one who died just two weeks ago, wrote in an email to friends & family.

It feels like there should be a disclaimer put before it, like you have in those ads for financial companies that tell you "past

performance is not an indicator of future results." But it feels, right now, like a mixture of hope and realism, the best and the worst,

somehow not feeling like there's a contradiction between them.

Hi family and friends,

I'm thinking this might be the best way to let you all know how I'm doing every few months. The updates will conveniently align

with my latest doctor visits :)

I went in yesterday February 4th 2022.

I found out my cancer returned in 2020.It has metastasized all over my body. They say I have 2 - 5 years to live. (but that's the

conservative doctor's official statement to say) But I asked if I could live for 10 years. And he said, ummmm...maybe! I said how

about 20 years. He gave me a flat out, "No".

But there are always new cancer drugs coming on the market. The nurse said they might have some new cool ones to try in 5 years.

Overall, my health is fantastic! Yay! So, no immediate worries for a long time.

My doctor said, conservatively, I will be around at least or another year. I know that sounds awful, but for me it means I don't have

to worry for an entire year! I'm excited about that!

Jen's doctors were, it seems, prophetic. She lived about 2.5 years from her diagnosis, and all but the final two months she was in

pretty good shape. I'm hoping, Karen's hoping, that those "cool new" drugs coming down the road are going to be there for Karen,

that in 2.5 years they've made a lot of progress. That the time we're going to go out of our way to "buy" is going to allow us to buy

even more time. We're shooting for that 10 year mark. Karen's pushing it even further; she wants 10 years + 4 days, so it begins and

ends on our wedding anniversary. I'm down with that. And I recognize that we'll be greedy and think that's not enough, we want

more, as we close in on that mark.

But for now, I'm having a really tough time thinking there could be a day when I wake up in the middle of the night to go pee and

she's not next to me, opening her eyes and getting up after me to use the bathroom as well. Kind of a funny thing, the way you sync

after so many years. Earlier in marriage she'd complain about me waking her up or snoring. Now, 43 years later, or is it 44, things

have changed and hearing her snore, or if I get woken up because she's moving around, it's comforting. I easily go back to sleep.

Things are so much better today. How can that be taken away?

Lots of crying, lots of praying, lots of trying to make sense of it. While at the same time I have to keep my concentration on finding
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out as much as I can about Karen's particular cancer, the best treatments, and how to get them. I have to buy time. Time to spend

with the woman I can't imagine not going to bed with, waking up next to, taking vacations with, cleaning the kitchen, watching

dumb Netflix series with, and being intimate with.

I'm not giving up on that. We'll know more next Tuesday, when we have our first video appointment with Karen's Kaiser oncologist,

the day after her PET scan. Tomorrow will be a brain scan. Yesterday I started the process of setting up a consultation with a

Stanford Doctor, Melinda Telli, who is the world expert on triple-negative breast cancers and also studies hereditary issues. A match

made in heaven, hopefully to selfishly keep Karen on earth a few years longer. Somehow I have to stay strong and remain analytical

and perceptive and curious through all of this. It's going to be tough.
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